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Competition Brief 2.0
March 2023

Keep an eye out on our website 
and Instagram for updates.
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The Start is Design Bridge’s 
multidisciplinary graduate program.

Our ambition is to give the brightest 
young talent of today their start in the 
creative industries via an accelerated 
year-long program.

Exciting line-up of judges to 
be announced soon!
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Are you a strong communicator?
Does problem solving get you excited?
Do you have an entrepreneurial mindset?
Do you thrive on getting the best out of others?

Are a sponge for trends and culture?
Does design and/or theory inspire you? 
Do you like researching to understand things?
Do you like to write to express yourself?

Do you prefer the hands on? 
Think 2D, 3D, animation, illustration, 
film, advertising or the visual arts.
Does making or being creative drive you?

The
Disciplines. 

Where to start? 

Have you ever 
considered a career in 
the Creative Industries? 
You don’t have a be an 
artist or a designer 
to join us (the person 
writing this isn’t!)
Start with what excites you most. 

Are you a... 
Natural Leader?

You might be perfect for Client Leadership

Are you a... 
Big Thinker?

You could be a great fit for Strategy

Are you a... 
Creative Type?

You could be a shoe in for Design

Pay: Competitive Salary
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A Day
In The
Life.

Duration: 1yr fixed term contract + the 
opportunity for full-time employment. 

Who is Design Bridge?
We are a strategic brand and design studio 
that uses smart thinking and design solutions 
to build brand love and transform businesses. 

From beers to teas, condoms to tampons 
we work on a huge variety of business 
and brands with their own unique set of 
challenges. No day is ever quite the same. 

Sounds fun, but what 
exactly will I be doing?

Hear it from our past graduates! Click to find out more...

Client Leadership DesignStrategy

https://www.designbridge.com/culture/the-start-returns
https://www.designbridge.com/culture/day-life-client-manager-design-bridge-london
https://www.designbridge.com/culture/day-life-motion-designer-design-bridge-london
https://www.designbridge.com/culture/day-life-strategist-design-bridge
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Application options, as a guide… 

Design Visuals suit those after a hands-
on design role. Slide Presentations are 
suited to Strategy and Client Leadership. 
However, Videos are open to all 
pathways - to show skills or thinking.

We’d love to see…

• Design Visuals
 Keep things simple & visual
 (5 pages max)

• Slide Presentation
 Showcase your great ideas
 (5 slides max)

• Video (or Animation)
 Tell us a compelling story
 (3 mins max)  

The
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Okay, I’m in!  
How do I apply? 
1. Choose which discipline suits you best... 

 Client Leadership 
 Strategy 
 Design

2. Use our Brandomiser to generate your 
bespoke 3-part brief comprising of a... 
 Brand 
 Issue 
 Audience

3. Add your CV & send to us!

At Design Bridge, original 
thinking is at the heart 
of everything we do, 
and we want to see 
how you think! We’re 
looking for compelling, 
bold, and innovative 
ideas communicated 
in an engaging way. 

Ideas that solve 
the big issues and 
speak directly to your 
audience. We love 
a good story, and 
we want to see your 
passion for brands, 
design, and creativity 
to shine through.

Your task, 
per discipline...

http://bit.ly/3KXv69s
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Use our Brandomiser 
– Brief Generator – to 
create your own bespoke 
brief for your submission.

Your Bespoke Brief: 

How should brand take on your issue  
while appealing to your audience. 

E.G. How should VO5 take on Gender Inequality 
while appealing to a Career Driven Millennial.

Click here to head to The Brandomiser.

Brand
‘How should...’

Issue
‘take on...’

Audience
‘to appeal to...’

Harvey Nichols 

Durex 

VO5 

Adidas 

National Geographic 

Nintendo 

Nestle 

NASA 

Nespresso

Climate Change 

Gender Inequality 

Mental Health 

Accessibility 

Fast Fashion 

The Elderly 

A Parent 

A Career Driven Millennial 

Primary School Child 

Your Local Community 

The Government 

http://bit.ly/3KXv69s
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Click on The Brandomiser to visit the site where you can create your own bespoke brief for your submission.

http://bit.ly/3KXv69s
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Strategy:
Prepare a trends point of view for how brand could 
address your issue to your audience.

E.g. Prepare a trends point of view  
for how Nespresso could address climate change 
targeting the elderly.

Ask yourself...

What insights about your audience could drive 
your thinking?

What new trends could inspire great creative work 
from our design teams?

Must Haves... 

• What challenges does your brand face? 
• What audience insights can you decipher? 
• What opportunities does this point to?
• What is the one big creative idea your brand 

could focus to solve or address this issue for 
this audience?

Client Leadership:
Prepare an elevator pitch for your brand, from a 
Design Bridge point of view, pitch to them in the 
context of your issue and your audience.

E.g. Prepare an elevator pitch for how  
NASA could address fast fashion targeting primary 
school children.

Ask yourself...

What strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats 
are relevant for your brand?

Looking at our website, what case-studies 
demonstrate we’re the right partner for them?

Must Haves...

• What is the current state of this brand 
in it’s market(s)?

• What are their challenges?
• How could you creatively solve them?
• Why is Design Bridge the right partner 

to do this work for them?

Deliverables, 
per discipline...

Design:
Create an on-brand response for brand that 
addresses your issue, targeting your audience.

E.g. Create an on brand response  
for V05 that addresses gender inequality
targeting the local community.

Ask yourself...

Think about what your brand stands for/what feels 
on-brand for them?

Projects can take many forms from a new limited 
edition product, comms campaign, sub-brand, 
event or brand experience to put your topic top of 
mind for your audience. 

Must Haves...

• Boldness & originality
• Visual Storytelling
• Execution & crafting brilliance
• Using key brand assets (where relevant) 
• Maximum meaning, minimum means

The
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Application options, as a guide… 

Design Visuals suit those after a hands-
on design role. Slide Presentations are 
suited to Strategy and Client Leadership. 
However, Videos are open to all 
pathways - to show skills or thinking.

We’d love to see…

• Design Visuals
 Keep things simple & visual
 (5 pages max)

• Slide Presentation
 Showcase your great ideas
 (5 slides max)

• Video (or Animation)
 Tell us a compelling story
 (3 mins max)  
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So, Come
Join Us!
(We’re a great place to work)

At Design Bridge, we 
believe every voice 
should be heard. That’s 
why we strive to create 
environments where 
collaboration thrives. 
Because when we work 
together, we make 
amazing things happen.
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Submission
Details.

We aim to review applications in early July 2023 
and all judging for Creative Entries will be held 
in June/July 2023. Once our winners have been 
chosen, we would like the winning placements to 
take place in August 2023 where interviews for 
The Start Programme will take place. The Start 
Programme will begin in September 2023.

What happens now?Once you’re ready 
to apply:

Client Leadership & Strategy
Please contact: 
Lucy.Scott@designbridge.com

Design
Please contact: 
Holly.Nicholas@designbridge.com

Design Bridge Website

Design Bridge Instagram

Questions?Keep up to date:

All entries must be uploaded as a PDF (10MB Max) 
via the application form on our Careers Page and 
you can also find a link here. Please do not send 
physical entries or boards to our Studio.  

Your PDF entry must contain: 

• For All: One page that outlines your  
one-liner brief. If you have made a film 
(3min Max), upload this to YouTube or 
Vimeo or include the link within your Project 
Summary as well as adding the URL when 
you complete the application form.

• For Client Leadership/Strategy: 5 slides Max.

• For Design: Up to 5 pages in wide screen 
format containing your visuals. And a 
separate project summary of up to 500 
words that captures your creative thinking, 
your solution and the outcome.

The deadline for all 
entries is 12pm Monday 
10th July 2023.

Note: We may ask you to submit your imagery 
separately at a later stage if you make it onto 
the short-list, so please ensure that you have 
saved all of this in wide-screen format, 300 DPI.

https://www.designbridge.com/
https://www.instagram.com/design_bridge/?hl=en
https://boards.greenhouse.io/designbridge/jobs/4896168
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Good luck.
We look forward to seeing your entries.


